Name of Society
- EFRIARC, Portuguese Society of Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers

Mailing Address
- Av. Barbosa du Bocage, 87 – 4°, 1050-030, Lisboa, Portugal

Phone and Fax
- Phone: +351 210 966 993
- Fax:

Email and Internet
- Email: efriarc@efriarc.pt
- Website: www.efriarc.pt

Society President
- António Lopes do Rego

Chief Staff Person
- Isabel César

Official AASA Representative
- Pedro Gouveia

Number of Members
- 300

Objectives of Society
EFRIARC is organized and operated for the exclusive purpose of advancing the arts and sciences of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, refrigeration, the allied arts and sciences and related human factors for the benefit of the public in general. To do so, it will:
- Diffuse knowledge in areas as HVAC&R;
- Create technical procedures;
- Encourage original research;
- Promote education and teaching;
- Promote personal and professional development of its members;
- Promote leadership in engineers of HVAC&R in the society.
Publications
- None at the moment

Conferences
- AVAC&R in building renovation

Organization
- No chapters, no sections, no student branches

International Contacts
- AASA
- FAIAR